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Abstract
Empirical study of the syntax-prosody relation is hampered
by the fact that current prosodic models are essentially linear,
while syntactic structure is hierarchical. The present contribu-
tion describes a syntax-prosody comparison heuristic based on
two new algorithms: Time Tree Induction, TTI, for building a
prosodic treebank from time-annotated speech data, and Tree
Similarity Indexing, TSI) for comparing syntactic trees with
the prosodic trees. Two parametrisations of the TTI algorithm,
for different tree branching conditions, are applied to sentences
taken from a read-aloud narrative, and compared with parses of
the same sentences, using the TSI. In addition, null-hypotheses
in the form of flat bracketing of the sentences are compared.
A preference for iambic (heavy rightmost branch) grouping is
found. The resulting quantitative evidence for syntax-prosody
relations has applications in speech genre characterisation and
in duration models for speech synthesis.

1. Hierarchical syntax, linear prosody?
The objective of this contribution is to provide a well-defined al-
gorithmic approach to extracting complex prosodic information
from speech corpora.1

Current empirical models of speech timing are based on a
variety of algorithms, from single indices for timing patterns
[1, 2] in psycholinguistics and phonetics to, in the speech syn-
thesis domain, sum-of-products, CART and Bayesian classifi-
cation approaches [3, 4], including models which use grammat-
ical information. Campbell [5] has a model based on a strictly
layered hierarchy, but in general duration models are linear, and
hold for flat strings of words or syntactic categories. When syn-
tagmatic grammatical information is used as a predictor for hi-
erarchical structuring, in general the information used is also
linear, based on strings of paradigmatic part-of-speech (POS)
classes (grammatical categories) which provide weight factors
for duration models. Wagner [6] uses a linear model for German
speech synthesis based on five weighted POS sets. Grammatical
categories imply at least local “hidden hierarchies”, of course.
Rarely, explicit hierarchical approaches have been used [7], and
detailed approaches to the partially hierarchical description of
timing are once more becoming available [8], [9, 10, 11];

But there is currently no technique available for data-driven
investigation of more complex hierarchical duration models for
syntagmatic prosodic relations, and the issue is not addressed in
recent authoritative literature [12]. Classification methods need

1Thanks to Grazyna Demenko, Katarzyna Dziubalska-Kołaczyk,
Ekaterina Iassinskaia, Peter Ladkin, Zofia Malisz and lecture audiences
in Dublin, Bielefeld, Poznań and Tübingen for discussion and to Ulrike
Gut, Katrin Johanning, Sara Johannsen, Josef Raab, Alexandra Thies,
Thorsten Trippel for contributing data. The software developed for this
work is in the public domain (GPL).
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lude complex hierarchical timing information in addition
er to other phonetic and lexical properties of speech units.
er, it is a well-known phonostylistic effect that speech tim-
lations vary in highly complex ways depending on speech
, including so-called fast speech phenomena [13]. Finally,
discourse factors such as focus and emotion are thought

ecting prosody, and thereby reducing the determining role
rasal syntax, though these effects are currently not well
stood (but see [14]).

2. Linear timing measures
et of approaches to investigating syntagmatic properties
ing is found in phonetic analyses of isochrony in syllable
ot timing.
[15], tone unit duration is divided by the number of feet
tone unit, yielding average or “ideal” isochronous foot

ion, and normalised deviation from mean foot length is
ured. Neither hierarchy nor linear alternation of timing
figure in the approach, which may be said to use a Global
ess (GE) criterion as a measure of the isochrony property,
than the alternation property. Any arbitrary re-sorting
relevant segments in an utterance (random, shortest-to-

st, etc.) would yield the same index. Timing fulfils the
riterion, in some sense, but it has other properties too, so

the GE criterion for timing is a necessary criterion for
rony it is (going beyond Roach’s stated goals, of course)
sufficient criterion for an adequate timing model.
amus, Nespor & Mehler [2] locate different languages in a
g space with the following parameters: ��, percentage of
ic intervals relative to overall utterance length; ��, vari-
of consonantal intervals; �� , variance of vocalic inter-
The model also uses a variety of GE criterion: V stretches

stretches would still yield the same results if randomly
(by length, longer consonant sequences first, etc.). Sim-

onsiderations apply to the �� measure, which reflects
ess of vowel sequence lengths, lower values tending to
rony, and to the �� measure. The model does not have
chical and alternating timing components and is thus is
plete as a model of rhythm timing, though it is claimed
a model of rhythm. Cummins has pointed out [9] that the
l makes a statement about the evenness of the phonotactics
language, rather than timing. The model possibly reflects

sary conditions on timing, but falls short of providing a
ient condition.
ow, Grabe & Nolan [1] addressed the GE issue
developed the Pairwise Variability Index (PVI) in

to take iterative alternation into account. The
measures normalised differences between the du-
s of adjacent units (vowels, syllables, etc.):

PVI = ��� � �������

�
�
�

�������
�����������

�
�
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The model yields a minimal value of 0 (perfect isochrony),
asymptotically approaching 200 for larger length differences.
the variant used in [16] reverses the scale, and has a maximum
of 100 for perfect isochrony.

The model has an empirical problem: PVI assumes strictly
binary alternation. Hence, alternations as in “Little John met
Robin Hood and so the merrie men were born.” are adequately
modelled, but not unary rhythm (syllable timing) as in “This one
big fat bear swam fast near Jane’s boat.” or ternary dactylic
and anapaestic rhythms (or those with even higher cardinality)
as in “Jonathan Appleby wandered around with a tune on his
lips and saw Jenni fer Middleton playing a xylophone down on
the market-place.”

The model has worse a formal problem: the PVI is ambigu-
ous and yields the same value for sets of alternating patterns,
for monotonic geometrical series, and for mixtures of these,
as shown by the following alternating and exponential series:
�� ���� �� �� �� �� �� 	 �� ���� �� 
� ��� ��� ���. A series of
length � yields � patterns with identical PVI, obviously not
the required result. So the model presupposes alternating input,
and since this will not generally be the case it is not at all clear
what the PVI is actually an index of.

3. Procedure
The empirical approaches examined in Section 2 are linear: the
timing relations defined in the formulae are either global, and
hold for arbitrary linear re-orderings, or local, and do not take
global structures into account. One way of taking both types of
property into account is to assume that timing is hierarchically
structured, and to induce syntagmatic tree structures over the
time-annotated sequence.
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Figure 1: Corpus-based tree induction and comparison archi-
tecture.)

Hierarchical timing patterns would already be a useful
source of information, but the timing trees still need to be re-
lated to other levels of description, in particular to hierarchi-
cal grammatical structure, in order to provide both useful and
theoretically significant information about language processing.
The kind of grammatical information required is of two kinds:
first, purely structural, i.e. the hierarchy proper, represented by
an unlabelled tree graph or bracketing; second, categorial, i.e.
labels on the nodes or edges of the tree graph or in the brack-
eting, or an attribute-value structure. At the present stage, only
the first goal, induction of unlabelled tree graphs, is pursued.
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iming, including the rhythmic factor, is a complex func-
f hierarchical and linear structuring, as already noted, and
bined here with local alternation criteria and with gram-

al predictors for timing trees:

Timing Tree Induction (TTI) from long-short local dura-
tion differences in annotated speech signal data,
calculation of a Tree Similarity Index (TSI) between the
resulting timing trees and grammatical trees.

4. Parsing
valuation strategy for determining the predictive value of
matical information is purely hierarchical, and does not
amed categories, unlike Wagner [6]. In order to avoid
in traps of theoretical and personal prejudice in automatic
g, the unlabelled syntax trees were obtained by dividing a

tive into a set of 20 consecutive sentences, and requesting
nguistically literate subjects to group expressions in the
nces by bracketing them (subjective parsing). A typical
result is the following:

there is
( nothing I

( can do ) ) )
( said

( the frog ) )
and hopped away ) )

eliberately, no attempt was made to ensure uniformity or
etical consistency of bracketing. Some formally improper
etings resulted, which were normalised by adding addi-
brackets left or right of the entire bracketed sentence. A
f 120 bracketings were elicited.
large scale application, the unlabelled bracketed are
from automatically constructed treebanks; however,

-checking with the subjective parsing method seems de-
e in order to have at least some operational criterion for
alness during the development stage.

5. Time tree induction (TTI)
g trees, also as unlabelled bracketings, were extracted
readings of these sentences by a different subject, and
annotated at word level. The handmade annotations have
r structure (in this case in esps/waves+ format):

2.799104 123
2.896017 123 there
2.977461 123 is
3.170525 123 nothing
3.336955 123 I
3.506263 123 can
3.730879 123 do
3.950073 123
4.116510 123 said
4.187593 123 the
4.534352 123 frog
4.976206 123
5.051352 123 and
5.286240 123 hopped
5.549465 123 away
6.708926 123

he TTI algorithm compares the durations of neighbour-
ems (in the present case, words), and groups sequences
notonically increasing (or, in another variant, decreasing)

ions together into a (not necessarily binary) local tree (rep-
ted by a branching node in a tree graph), and the first



(in another variant, the last) value percolates up to become
the node’s durational value. This value is used recursively to
build larger trees until the entire sequence has been mapped
into a tree. Formally, the TTI algorithm is a modification of
the inverse of the Nuclear Stress Rule of Generative Phonology,
though it handles real timing values, not abstract stress num-
bers. The algorithm will be described in detail elsewhere. Four
variants of the algorithm exist, of which two are used in this
study: TTI-A, grouping short-long, left-hand (short) value per-
colates up, TTI-B, grouping long-short, right-hand (long) value
percolates up. In this study, A and B conditions were used; the
implementation will be described elsewhere. The output of the
TTI-A algorithm for the annotation file is:

(.071
(.081
(.097 "there:42.896")
(.081 (.081 (.081 "is:42.977")

(.193 "nothing:43.171"))
(.166 (.166 "I:43.337")

(.169 (.169 "can:43.506")
(.225 "do:43.731")))

(.166 "said:44.117")))
(.071
(.071 (.071 "the:44.188")

(.347 "frog:44.534"))
(.075 (.075 "and:45.051")

(.235 (.235 "hopped:45.286")
(.263 "away:45.549")))))

The numerical labels following the left parentheses show
durations; those following the colons are annotation time-
stamps. The bracketting illustrates numerical value percolation
from the leaves to the root. The temporal labels output are fil-
tered out of the tree before passing it to the TSI algorithm:

(
(
( there )
( ( ( is ) ( nothing ))
( ( I ) ( ( can ) ( do )))

( said )))
(
( ( the ) ( frog ))
( ( and )
( ( hopped ) ( away )))))

)

Figure 2: TTI tree over word durations in a narrative.

Figure 2 shows a tree induced from the whole narrative.
The durations of the smallest units (words) are projected into a
tree spanning the entire narrative. Figure 3 zooms into the tree,
showing a syntax-timing correspondence (ZZZ denotes a pause)
and bottom-up duration percolation (cf. the value .043).
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Figure 3: Zoom into the TTI tree.

6. Tree similarity indexing (TSI)
ask for the second stage of the procedure is to compare
ctically parsed trees with the duration trees and calculate
dex of similarity. It is not immediately obvious how to
is, as trees have many properties which could be used as
es of criteria: number of nodes, number of edges, branch-
ctor (binary or n-ary), branching tendency (right vs. left
ntre branching), homomorphism or strict isomorphism.

Table 1: TSI algorithm as Scheme code.

fine (treecomp t1 t2 n)
f (pair? t1)
if (pair? (car t1))
(begin
(treecomp-1 (leaves (car t1)) t2 (+ 1 n))
(treecomp (car t1) t2 (+ 1 n))
(treecomp (cdr t1) t2 n))

(treecomp (cdr t1) t2 n))))

fine (treecomp-1 ll t2 n)
f (pair? t2)
if (pair? (car t2))
(begin
(if (equal? ll (leaves (car t2)))
(set! *count-sim* (+ 1 *count-sim*)))

(treecomp-1 ll (car t2) (+ 1 n))
(treecomp-1 ll (cdr t2) n))
treecomp-1 ll (cdr t2) n))))

fine (leaves t)
f (pair? t)
append (leaves (car t)) (leaves (cdr t)))
if (null? t)
t
(list t))))

he basic requirement has already been defined, how-
comparison in respect of the way trees are used to

sent syntagmatic structuring (parsing) of sentences and
dic series. Consequently, a new but conceptually sim-
imilarity measure was defined, based on the number of

in each tree which span the same substring of the an-
d and parsed sequence, i.e. the same leaf node se-
e. Each leaf is uniquely labelled before the algo-
is applied, and non-branching nodes are pruned. To
an index of similarity (TSI, Tree Similarity Index)

umber of shared nodes spanning the same substring is
y divided by the mean node count of the two trees:
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The recursive algorithm for calculating 
����	
� climbs the
trees, comparing pairwise the leaf sequences spanned by the
nodes in each tree, and incrementing a counter if nodes share
a leaf sequence. The algorithm is implemented in Scheme; the
code itself is given in a portable style in Table 1. This imple-
mentation of the algorithm is overly greedy (nodes may be vac-
uously compared) but has the merit of simplicity.

7. Tentative results
The results of the study are visualised in Figure 4. The thick
solid line shows correspondence between timing trees and un-
parsed (UP) sentences. For parsed (P) sentences, the higher thin
line shows mean TSI for TTI-A short-long (iambic) grouped
trees, the lower thin line shows mean TSI for TTI-B long-short
(trochaic) grouped trees. Both TTI-A (0.85) and TTI-B (0.89)
TSI sequences correlate highly with the UP sequence, maybe
due to shallow bracketing. TSI levels differ considerably, how-
ever, as summarised in Table 2 (averaged over all subjects and
sentences). The mean TSI for TTI-A trees is much higher than
for TTI-B trees or UP strings which are indistinguishable. Syn-
tax trees are thus more similar to iambic timing trees than to
trochaic timing trees.

Table 2: Overview of main results.
mean UP-correlation mean TSI

P + TTI-A: 0.85 0.47
P + TTI-B: 0.89 0.2
UP + TTI-A: 0.19
UP + TTI-B: 0.19

8. Summary and prospects
The results show a preference for a match between grammatical
structures and iambic groups, with short-long constituent pairs,
indicating that the measure provides substantive and relevant in-
formation related to patterns (such as the iambic Nuclear Stress
Rule) which figures in traditional descriptions of the intonation
of West Germanic languages. Work in progress includes: gener-
alisation to other speech genres and languages, deeper bracket-
ing, weighting of categories, normalisation for sentence length
effects, size of subject set, use of treebanks, full statistical treat-
ment. The available software is suitable for application in larger

scale
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applications, and these questions are currently being ad-
ed in cooperation with specialists in a number of European
frican languages.
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